Dragonslayers
Military fantasy built on Into the Odd

Character Creation
Attributes, Hit Protection, and Coin
Roll, in order, 3d6 for each attribute below.
Strength (STR): Brawn, fortitude, resilience.
Dexterity (DEX): Quickness, reflex, balance.
Willpower (WIL): Discipline, charisma, bravery.

The Eastern Front: This front is dominated by the Green Devil Gorge and
the Barrow Hills that surround it. Soldiers in the eastern front were in the
middle of cutting off supply lines heading to the Dragon’s trading partners
in the East in well guarded canyons waterfalls and gorges.
The Western Front: This front is home to the Riverlands, a labyrinth of
rivers known as the Five-Headed Empress. Soldiers in the west starved in
long-held sieges or broke themselves against well crafted castle walls.
In all of these fronts, at any moment, the Dragon itself could have come
out of the sky, spitting dragon-fire onto the soldiers below or one of its
children could have attacked, with any of their foul breath weapons. More
on the Dragon and its chidlren in the Referee’s Chapter, page XX.

Each character begins with 1d6 hit protection (HP, the grit of avoiding
hits) and 1d6 coin. On a scrap piece of paper, keep track of how many 1’s
and 2’s you roll when rolling all 11 of the above attributes.
They will start with the gear from that front and roll on the d66 table for
that front, gaining a follower, piece of gear, piece of intelligence, named
weapon, reputation or magical ability that comes from that front. For each
check marked from the 1’s and 2’s you might’ve rolled during the initial
stages of character creation, the character will gain another roll. The rolls
can come from different fronts, meaning that the character fought in
Choosing Fronts
different areas of the war or they can stay on the same front for every roll.
Players will choose a front where their character saw the start of the war.

Characters shouldn’t duplicate rolls on the tables. If a duplicate
result
is
rolled, choose the result above the duplicate result.
The Northern Front: This front was a cold and mountainous area, fought
around the mountain where the dragon’s lair fortress resides. Soldiers on
the northern front had to deal with brutal ambushes against highly
trained and well-equppied dragon-knights.
The Southern Front: This front is the city-state, where the dragon’s
appointed council rules over the rich port. Soldiers on the southern front
were in the midst of complicated spy missions, diplomatic meetings
seeking foreign aid and bloody knifings in cramped alleys.
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Information
Gather it, ask questions.
Choice
There are more options
than are obvious.
Consequences
Make the most of them.
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Money & Enterprises

Soldier Survived 1 dangerous Mission

MAestro Apprentice at Expert Level and have survived 1 dangerous Mission since attaining
Veteran

Expert Survived 3 additional dangerous Missions

Beyond? A legacy, immortality, or cosmic transcendance - who knows?

Veteran Survived 5 additional dangerous Missions
and took on an Apprentice

100 Copper Pennies (P) = 1 Shilling (S) / 100 (s) = 1 Guilder (G)

